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WHAT IS MADANALYSIS 5 ?What is MadAnalysis 5? 

MadAnalysis 5: a multi-purpose tool 

• Producing special plots such as 
ME/PS merging validation plots 

• Applying a fast-simulation 
detector (Delphes) to your 
hadronic events 

• Applying a jet-clustering 
algorithm to your 
hadronic events 

• Writing the events in 
another data format. 

• Recasting an existed 
analysis and computing a 
limit to a BSM signal 

• Designing a sophisticated 
analysis in the expert 
mode  

4 

• Histogramming and selection in 
the normal mode 

MadAnalysis5 : Functionalities
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TWO WORKING MODESWhat is MadAnalysis 5? 
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Normal mode 
= user-friendly 

Expert mode 
= developer-friendly 

• Based on a Python console 
• Analysis definition is based on a 

intuitive meta-language  
• Plots & chart-flow automatically done 
• Transparent interface to known HEP 

programs 

• Writing your analysis in C++ language 
• Facilitated development due to general 

services, physics library, program 
interfaces 

• Analysis results are dumped into SAF 
files 

Two ways of using MadAnalysis 
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RECASTING WITHIN MADANALYSIS 5
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Signal events 
(STDHEP or HEPMC format) 

Physics 
Analysis 

Database 

DELPHES / 
DELPHESMA5TUNE 

C ++ 

Numbers of data and 
background events 

Recast selection 
(Expert Mode) 

Limit 
computation 

What is MadAnalysis 5? 

Eur.Phys.J. C74 
(2014) 3103 

MadAnalysis recasting way 
MadAnalysis5 : Functionalities

Analysis Specific Tunes : New
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4. Status of the PAD 
Recasting card: only ‘ON’ / ‘OFF’ to be changed 

Illustrative output (beware of low statistics for the example) 

MadAnalysis5 : Functionalities
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WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 1.6 ?

NEW FUNCTIONALITIES

+ Signal regions can be defined in the normal mode

+ Refactorized Code: compilation/linking improved (only 3 dependencies: g++,
Python, GNU Makefile)

+ A fresh new interface with MadGraph 5

RECASTING

+ Delphes interface modified to include both “narrow” and “fat” jets

+ More automation in the recasting procedure

+ New module to handle long-lived particles (see E. Conte talk on wednesday)

+ Public Analysis Database extended with 13 TeV analyses
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SIGNAL REGIONS IN THE NORMAL MODE

Signal regions 

12 

3. Signal regions 

• Already implemented in the expert mode 
very useful for recasting ATLAS/CMS analyses 

• Implemented now in the normal mode 
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SIGNAL REGIONS IN THE NORMAL MODE
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3. Signal regions 

• Defining a signal region: ma5> define_region S1 
ma5> define_region S2 

• Display all 
defined signal 
regions and the 
corresponding 
selection cuts: 

• Applying  a cut selection in a 
given signal region 

ma5> select N(b)=1 {S1} 
ma5> select N(b)=2 {S2} 
ma5> select N(j)>0 {S1 S2} 
ma5> select N(mu)>0  

ma5> display_regions 
MA5:  ****** List of defined regions ***** 
MA5:  > Region 1: S1 
MA5:   ** Cut - 1: select N ( b ) = 1.0 
MA5:   ** Cut - 2: select N ( j ) > 0.0 
MA5:   ** Cut - 3: select N ( mu+ ) > 0.0 
MA5:  > Region 2: S2 
MA5:   ** Cut - 1: select N ( b ) = 2.0 
MA5:   ** Cut - 2: select N ( j ) > 0.0 
MA5:   ** Cut - 3: select N ( mu+ ) > 0.0 
MA5:  ************************************* 
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SIGNAL REGIONS IN THE NORMAL MODE
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3. Signal regions 
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NEW INTERFACE WITH MADGRAPH5
4. Embedded in MG_aMC@NLO 
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The following switches determine which programs are run: 
/--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\ 
|  1. Choose the shower/hadronization program:                           shower = Not installed    | 
|  2. Choose the detector simulation program:                          detector = Not installed    | 
|  3. Run an analysis package on the events generated:                 analysis = MADANALYSIS_5    | 
|  4. Decay particles with the MadSpin module:                          madspin = OFF              | 
|  5. Add weights to events for different model hypothesis:            reweight = OFF              | 
\--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

MG_aMC@NLO> install zlib 
MG_aMC@NLO> install MadAnalysis 

Collaboration work between MadGraph and MadAnalysis authors 

MG_aMC@NLO 
MadAnalysis 5 

• Installing MadAnalysis 5 from MG_aMC@NLO console 

• Defining the physics process and launching the generation 

strongly advised 

arXiv:1405.0301 [hep-ph] 
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NEW INTERFACE WITH MADGRAPH5

4. Embedded in MG_aMC@NLO 
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Do you want to edit a card (press enter to bypass editing)? 
/------------------------------------------------------------\ 
|  1. param               : param_card.dat                   | 
|  2. run                 : run_card.dat                     | 
|  3. madanalysis5_parton : madanalysis5_parton_card.dat     | 
|  4. madanalysis5_hadron : madanalysis5_hadron_card.dat     | 
\------------------------------------------------------------/ 

# Multiparticle definition 
define vl = 12 14 16 
define vl~ = -16 -14 -12 
define invisible = ve ve~ vm vm~ vt vt~ vl vl~ 
 
# Histogram drawer (options: matplotlib or root) 
set main.graphic_render = root 
 
# Global event variables 
plot THT   40 0 500 [logY] 
plot MET   40 0 500 [logY] 
plot SQRTS 40 0 500 [logY] 
# PT and ETA distributions of all particles 
plot  PT(e-[1]) 40 0  500 [logY] 
plot ETA(e-[1]) 40 -10 10 [logY] 
plot  PT(e+[1]) 40 0  500 [logY] 
plot ETA(e+[1]) 40 -10 10 [logY] 
# Invariant-mass distributions 
plot M(e-[1] e+[1]) 40 0  500 [logY ] 
# Angular distance distributions 
plot DELTAR(e-[1],e+[1]) 40 0 10 [logY ] 

MadAnalysis5 interface 
 

Generation of a default analysis card 
tuned for the final state produced 
(here a dilepton pair production) 
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NEW INTERFACE WITH MADGRAPH54. Embedded in MG_aMC@NLO 
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The FIFO mode 

Goal: avoiding from storing super-heavy HEP or HEPMC data file 
Beta version currently. Only available at LO QCD & for Pythia8 
Æ Just modify the file pythia8_card.dat 

Event 1 MG_aMC@NLO MadAnalysis 5 
Shower program 

Herwig/Pythia 

Event 2 MadAnalysis 5 
Shower program 

Herwig/Pythia 

. . . 

Event n MadAnalysis 5 
Shower program 

Herwig/Pythia 
histogram 
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EXTENSION OF THE PUBLIC ANALYSIS DATABASE

+ A database with MadAnalysis5 implementations of LHC analyses
B. Dumont et. al, EPJC 75 (2015) 56

https://madanalysis.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/PublicAnalysisDatabase

+ + Many more analyses implementation/validation ongoing

+ For each analysis implemented, there is a detailed validation note
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ONE EXAMPLE: CMS-EXO-16-012 MONO-HIGGS

+ Search for associated production of DM+H(→ γγ/bb̄).

+ Interpreted within a Z ′ − 2HDM

+ Recasted during the workshop “The first MadAnalysis 5 workshop on LHC
recasting Korea”

+ Only γγ analysis implemented (cut-based), lack of publicly available information
to implement the bb̄ channel.

+ Signature is quite generic in scalar extensions of the SM, the recasting could
enable more reinterpretations.

Events are selected if

I γγ pair satisfies given mγγ and pT

I Selection on pT (γi )/mγγ , pTγγ , Emiss
T and |∆φ(γγ, pmiss

T )|
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ANALYSIS

Variable Barrel Selection Endcap Selection
H/E <0.1

Isoch [GeV] < 3.32 < 1.97
IsoNeu [GeV] < 1.92 + 0.14pT + 0.000019(pT )2 < 11.86 + 0.0139pT + 0.000025(pT )2

Isoγ [GeV] < 0.81 + 0.0053pT < 0.83 + 0.0034pT

I H/E not implemented as well as the ρ correction (pileup correction) on the isolation variables

I pT (γ1) > 30 GeV & pT (γ2) > 18 GeV

I mγγ > 95 GeV

I pTγ1/mγγ & pTγi/mγγ > 0.25

I pTγγ > 90 GeV & Emiss
T > 105 GeV

I |∆φ(γγ, pmiss
T )| > 2.1 &

min(|∆φ(j, pmiss
T )| > 0.5

I Final SR defined as 120 < mγγ < 130
GeV
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FIRST RESULTS

I Unfortunately no cutflow available, but an acceptance × efficiency table instead

+ Without a detailed cutflow difficult to track the source of the discrepancy

+ Fortunately team had close contact within CMS, problem solved by setting, at
the reconstructed level, the photon isolation cone at ∆R = 0.3

+ Excellent agreement !

+ Still for reinterpretation studies a more detailed cutflow is desirable, in particular
viz preselection
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FIRST RESULTS

I Unfortunately no cutflow available, but an acceptance × efficiency table instead

Acceptance × efficiency (A · ε)
mZp (GeV) CMS EXO-16-012 MA5 Difference

600 0.317 ± 0.004 0.355 ± 0.001 -11 %
800 0.399 ± 0.004 0.451 ± 0.001 -13 %

1000 0.444 ± 0.004 0.494 ± 0.001 -8.2 %
1200 0.474 ± 0.004 0.513 ± 0.001 -0.6 %
1400 0.492 ± 0.004 0.515 ± 0.001 -4.7 %
1700 0.493 ± 0.004 0.494 ± 0.001 -0.2 %
2000 0.351 ± 0.004 0.355 ± 0.001 -1.1 %
2500 0.213 ± 0.004 0.208 ± 0.001 2.3 %
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HISTOGRAMS VALIDATION

Very Good Agreement ⇒ Analysis validated
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PHENOMENOLOGIST WISHLIST FOR RECASTING MATERIAL

+ To be fair this wishlist has decreased in size over the years

+ Great efforts from exp. collaboration to make more and more material available
(see Talks of ATLAS and CMS on Monday)

+ Especially regarding the SUSY analyses, if EXO analyses could reach the same
level of details(SLHA files, cutflows, etc...) there would be even less to say

+ Clear definitions of objects (most difficult part for the recasting) ex: b-tagging
algorithm, leptons efficiencies f (pT , η))

+ Well-defined and relevant benchmarks

+ MC cards to generate the benchmarks

+ Generalise “additional ressources”: covariance matrices, code snippets, simplified
likelihoods, aggregate SRs, BDTs

+ Make info available on HepData
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CONCLUSIONS

NEWS

+ MadAnalysis 1.6 is out

+ Fully interfaced with MG aMC@NLO

+ Normal mode can handle Signal regions

+ Improving the MA5 tune of Delphes to handle displaced leptons

A RECASTING TOOL

+ Recasted Analyses are stored on the Public Analysis Database (12 at 13 TeV, 18
at 8 TeV)

+ All the recasted analyses can be applied on a given signal to determine if it is
excluded or not

+ Perform a phenomenological analysis

+ If you recast your own analysis using MA5, you are welcomed to enrich the PAD
by your contribution (each analysis gets a DOI)
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